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From Our FEARLESS FOUNDER
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To Your Simple Good,

Priya Shah
Founder & Executive Director of The Simple Good

When I founded TSG a decade ago, I only dreamed it would grow into the
organization it is today. When I started The Simple Good blog - which challenged
people to share their meaning of ‘the simple good’ through photography, I thought
no one was watching - but they were. These small moments of truth catapulted us
into a movement which has brought joy, hope and resilience to so many around the
world and I’m so honored to be a part of this beautifully transformative year after a
challenging past two years since the beginning of the pandemic. 

The Simple Good uses the transformative power of the arts and the notion of ‘the
simple good’ to equip young people across Chicagoland and beyond with the Social
Emotional Learning (SEL) skills needed to tackle life’s many challenges. Through
our work, we empower young people to see the good in themselves, their
communities, and the world at large. Our work has been critical now more than ever
and our monumental growth is a testament to this need.

The vibrations of the COVID-19 pandemic continue to be felt through our
communities, our youth and our world. The process of healing and finding hope
within ourselves after a tumultuous era in our global history continues to be
increasingly critical. This has been strongly evidenced by the 80% growth of the
organization over the past year and an incredible 400% growth of programming
since the beginning of the pandemic in 2020. We are grateful to be able to serve
during this critical time in human history knowing the work is far from done to truly
heal our communities. 

I'm humbled by the community we have built and grown over the years to spread
'the simple good' more now than ever before. Thank you for being here and joining
the beautiful movement happening now and still to come.

Dear TSG family,



ABOUT TSG

OUR MISSION

OUR VISION

The Simple Good is a 501(c)3 
non-profit organization whose mission is

to connect the meaning of good from
around the world to empower youth to

become positive activists through art and
discussion. Through mindfulness and

Social Emotional Learning (SEL) based art
programming and public art projects, our
mission is to transcend the message that

no matter where you go in the world, good
means the same to all of us 

and that is what connects us as 
human beings.

Our vision is that people
everywhere will use art to create

cross-cultural understanding,
break societal barriers and foster

empathy in order to cultivate
peaceful and just communities

around the world.

OUR VALUES

 
COMMUNITY
CONNECTION
CREATIVITY
DIVERSITY

EMPOWERMENT
ETHICS

INTEGRITY

OUR MISSION

OUR VISION
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Understanding that strengthening communities is how
we uphold a better global society.

VALUES
COMMUNITY

CONNECTION
Connecting the arts to inspire positivity in communities around the

world.

CREATIVITY
Creating opportunities for more of the community to participate in

art and increasing creative energy in order to meet challenges facing
our local communities as well as globally.

DIVERSITY
The need for diversity in the arts as well as locally and globally in order

to enrich perspective.

EMPOWERMENT
Empowering youth, artists, and audiences for the betterment of

communities and to aid in making future generations more socially
conscious.

ETHICS
Always conducting ourselves in an ethical manner which takes our

values into account.

INTEGRITY
Practicing integrity within the voice of our youth, our programming

and within everything we create in order to positively impact the world.
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MEET OUR STAFF

Priya Shah 
Founder & Executive Director
Priya@thesimplegood.org

Ollie Tousius
Program Coordinator 
& Lead Teaching Artist
Ollie@thesimplegood.org

Zoe Coulter 
Development and Marketing

Coordinator
Zoe@thesimplegood.org

 

Jessica Garner
Executive Assistant 

Jessica@thesimplegood.org
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Kate Ziebart

Kendall Roberts

Myriam Lozano

Kitty Kenyon

Gigi Hernandez

Teaching Artists

In 2022, the TSG Team experienced exponential growth! We've added a
Development & Marketing Coordinator, a Grant Writing Team, a

Development Consultant, and two new TSG Teaching Artists to our ever
growing TSG staff.  



TSG provides Social Emotional Learning
(SEL) based youth art programs both in-
school and after-school centered around
developing an understanding of ‘the
simple good’ in their lives. 

The 10-week to full year programs
challenges students to explore positivity
within themselves and around the world
in order to fuel positive activism in their
communities. The program ends with a
Final Youth Showcase where students
publicly present their artwork and speak
on their meaning of ‘the simple good’
and how they will use it to change the
world. 

Beginning early in life, SEL is highly
important for helping young people to
gain tools which are required to set goals
for themselves. This includes problem
solving, persevering in the face of
adversity, empathy, emotional
regulation and positive decision making
to attain life success.

TSG ARTS RESIDENCY PROGRAM

SIMPLE GOOD MOMENTSOVERVIEW
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The interrelated set of
dispositions, knowledge, and 

skills needed to foster in
students the attributes that

they will need to thrive in this
diverse, interconnected world.

A creative method of
expression used as a
therapeutic technique.

A non-judgmental
methodology of paying
attention to the present

moment

MINDFULNESS

GLOBAL COMPETENCY

Experiential Learning
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TSG PROGRAM Process
PROVEN SEL BASED PROGRAM MODEL

Our innovative Social Emotional Learning (SEL) and Mindfulness-based Arts
Residency Program was created to empower youth to cope with trauma, build
resilience, and practice empathy. By identifying, expressing, and sharing their
meaning of ‘good’ with art, students learn the power of positive expression and

connection. Check out TSG's curriculum process which has proven to impact each
youth that enters a TSG Program:

Social Emotional
Learning (SEL)

Applying the knowledge,
attitudes, and skills

necessary to understand
and manage emotions, set

and achieve positive goals,
feel and show empathy for

others, establish and
maintain positive

relationships, and make
responsible decisions.

Arts And expression

Using photography, painting 
and mixed media, students
positively express themselves in
order to impact the world around
them.



OUR IMPACT
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PROGRAM MAP
In 2022, TSG celebrated its biggest year yet with tremendous growth, exceeding

our goal of serving over 1,000 students in 16+ different communities across
Chicago and nationally. Since its inception, The Simple Good Youth Art Residency

Program has impacted over 6,500 youth in predominantly low-income and
underserved communities throughout the Chicagoland area and around the
world. We believe that our programming should be accessible to all youth,

regardless of location, which is evident in our 2022 reach. 
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Without our program partners whose mission aligns with TSG, we could not spread 'the
simple good' to our incredible youth locally and nationally. We are so grateful to be able to

partner with both schools and community-based organizations throughout Chicago and
beyond to reach more youth than ever before!

Schools
70%

NGO's
30%

WORKSHOP 
PARTNERS
Noah's Arc Foundation
Aerostar 
Ignite Glass Studio 
Jordan Brand 
Twist Out Chicago

CHICAGO
PARTNERS
A f t e r  S c h o o l  M a t t e r s - K e n w o o d  H i g h
S c h o o l
A f t e r  S c h o o l  M a t t e r s - N o r t h s i d e
L e a r n i n g  C e n t e r
B U I L D  C h i c a g o  
C h i c a g o  H o u s i n g  A u t h o r i t y
Y o u t h  G u i d a n c e - C h r i s t i a n  F e n g e r
A c a d e m y  H i g h  S c h o o l
Y o u t h  G u i d a n c e - C r a n e  M e d i c a l  P r e p
H i g h  S c h o o l  
E s m e r a l d a  S a n t i a g o  E l e m e n t a r y
E u g e n e  F i e l d  E l e m e n t a r y  S c h o o l
G u n s a u l u s  S c h o l a s t i c  A c a d e m y  
J o n a t h a n  B u r r  E l e m e n t a r y
M a d e r o  M i d d l e  S c h o o l  
P h i l i p  R a n d o l p h  E l e m e n t a r y
V i l l a g e  L e a d e r s h i p  A c a d e m y
W i l l i a m  H  B r o w n  S T E M  E l e m e n t a r y

NATIONAL
PARTNERS

PROGRAM PARTNERS

Summary
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Total Youth Served

1,043

Westbury Arts Camp
A Bigger World Foundation
Central Elementary School

-NY
-IL

-IL

https://www.sfdshs.org/


The mental health crisis
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The COVID-19 pandemic continues to
accelerate the existing mental health crisis. 
 According to data released in March 2022 by
the CDC, in 2021, more than a third (37%) of
U.S. high school students reported they
experienced poor mental health during the
COVID-19 pandemic, and 44% reported they
persistently felt sad or hopeless during the past
year. 

In effort to address this mental health crisis,
the US government passed The American
Rescue Plan Act in 2021 in part to help hire
mental health workers in schools. But, it
became evident that hiring permanent mental
care professionals with temporary funding was
not a sustainable practice.  

A more sustainable and immediate solution
was recognized by psychology professionals
such as Kathryn H. Howell, PhD, an associate
professor of child and family psychology at the
University of Memphis and chair-elect of APA’s
Committee on Children, Youth and Families 
 who explained that equipping kids with
coping skills in the classroom can prevent
strain on school psychologists while also
improving students’ ability to learn. 

By implementing SEL-based Arts
Programming, TSG can address the stress and
anxiety experienced by youth in real time and
equip students with coping skills that help
youth address stressors and help them re-
engage in the classroom. 

With 10 years of experience in providing
Social Emotional Learning through art and
discussion, TSG was already an expert in
addressing the mental health challenges
that persisted in 2022. The recognition of
our expertise in the field translated into
tremendous demand for TSG Programming
and partnership which translated into
servicing more youth than ever before. We
continue to be the only SEL-Based Visual
Arts Program that services youth in the
country! The recognition of the uniqueness
of TSG's services has continued to push
growth over the past year with TSG
programming growing by 72% in 2022!

In 2022, TSG worked with a total of 16
program partners a combination of both
returning and new community based
organizations and school partnerships
serving 1,043 students. We continued our
growth beyond Chicago with our
longstanding program partnership in
Westbury, New York, continued with our
partnership with A Bigger World
Foundation in Waukegan, IL and expanded
with a new program partner with Central
Elementary School in Riverside, IL. 

 
We are the ONLY SEL-based

Visual Arts Program that
services youth in the country!



TSG's Mental Health IMPACT

DEMONSTRATE
DECISION-MAKING skills
and responsible behaviors
in personal, school, and
community contexts.

47%

Assessment questions are tied to
SEL Standards, NAEA Visual
Arts Standards and researched
outcomes on positive thinking.

TSG continues to combat the
mental health data presented on
page 7 that depicts the
significant decline of mental
health during and post-COVID-
19. Despite trends showing an
overall decline in mental health
wellbeing of youth going into
2022,  we experienced a
statistically significant increase
of 40% in SEL growth capacities
across programs upon program
completion. 

USE SOCIAL AWARENESS 
and interpersonal skills
 to establish and maintain
positive relationships.

40%

DEVELOP self-awareness
and self-management
skills to achieve school
and life success.

40%
TSG defines success by measurable
improvement in the positive
mindset of self and the world
around our students. 
Across all program sites, TSG is
able to attain measurable growth in
Social Emotional Learning (SEL)
competencies with our youth. 

Impact is tracked by SEL-Based pre
and post -assessments which is
implemented for all program
participants. This measures
qualitative and quantitative
understanding of the SEL
Competencies TSG focuses on and
the students’ perspective of
positivity they see within
themselves, their community and
the world.

Our assessments measure SEL capacity and goals based on CASEL standards; self management, social
awareness, and decision making skills.
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# of Students

2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022

1,250 

1,000 

750 

500 

250 

0 

YOUTH SERVED

Due to the increased need of mental health
support for our youth since the lockdown,
TSG has served more youth than ever before,
increasing our reach year over year by 71%!
This increase was the result of increased
partnership opportunities with schools,
Community Based Organizations,
foundations and Corporations. Additionally, 
 TSG saw an increase from 13 to 16 program
partners from 2021 to 2022 and expansion of
programs at existing partner sites.

INCREASED NEED FOR TSG
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140 190

530
582

243 207

609

1,043



NATIONAL PARTNERSHIP GROWTH
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TSG's momentous growth led into support
from national brands such as  Zenni Optical,
Chicago Bulls, Jordan Brand along with
celebrities such as DJs Coco and Breezy,
Chicago Bulls starting point guard, Coby
White and shooting guard, Alex Caruso.

Partnerships like these help further enrich
TSG's program to make a lasting impact on
communities. 

Through the generous financial support
of Zenni Eyewear we were able to bring a
Photography Program for 3rd-5th graders
at William Brown H. STEM Academy for
the first time! The program closed with a
one-of-a-kind City-wide youth art
showcase for TSG students at 

William H Brown STEM Elementary (West
Side), Crane Medical Prep High School (Austin)
and Madero Middle School (Little Village) at
the United Center in partnership with the
Chicago Bulls & to bring 150+ youth,
community members and general public
together to support TSG youth from across the
City.

In fall 2022, TSG partnered with Jordan Brand
for the first time, through their Chicago
Women Collective program. The partnership
supported TSG Youth Ambassadors at Madero
Middle School in Little Village with their very
own special limited edition coloring book
inspired by TSG and the Little Village
community as well as back to school swag
including backpacks and shoes.



TSG PUBLICATIONS

THE SIMPLE GOOD OF
BEING FROM CHICAGO
TSG x Jordan Brand Women's Collective
TSG teamed up with The Jordan Brand Women’s
Collective for a Simple Good inspired coloring
book highlighting amazing Chicago natives who
have made an impact in the city! The coloring
book was revealed and gifted to our Little Village
Madero Middle School Family in the fall of 2022,
for their back to school activation. The back to
school activation included back to school
necessities, sneakers, art supplies and body care
items donated by the Jordan Brand Women's
Collective. 
 

Illustrations: Sydney Kamuda
Photographs: Griz P.

SIMPLE GOOD HEROES
COMIC BOOK
Written by TSG Northside Learning Center
High School Students
In 2022, TSG continued to work with our long-
time community partner, After School Matters
Lutz Family Center to bring the simple good to
Northside Learning Center High School Youth!
This was our first initiative working with students
with significant intellectual disabilities and
impaired adaptive functioning. 

Our High School students were inspired by TSG
Ambassadors from our 2021 Building Girls 2
Women Spring Comic Book program to create
their own comics that celebrated their Simple
Good Heros. The powerful comic book illustrates a
common thread amongst our students: messages
of Hope and Resilience. 
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After the success of TSG's first SEL-based Art Activity Book in 2020, our youth have been
inspired to publish their own books to share their artwork and 'simple good' to the rest of the
world. This year we were fortunate to publish two more books in collaboration with two of our

Program Partners.

https://www.instagram.com/thesimplegood/
https://www.instagram.com/thesimplegood/
https://www.instagram.com/thesimplegood/
https://www.instagram.com/thesimplegood/


Vanille Patisserie

Noah's Arc & Chicago Bulls

ACTIVITY BOOK WORKSHOP
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TSG workshops are a vehicle for spreading
'the simple good' outside of the classroom to
make worldwide impact. Workshops provide
an interactive way for individuals to
experience the benefits of our programming
firsthand. Those who partake in our
workshops leave with a better understanding
of the importance of SEL, how our youth find
their own 'simple good' and how activating
each of our 'simple goods' can influence our
lives and drive activism within our
communities. 

In 2022, we provided numerous workshops
utilizing art therapy and our TSG Social
Emotional Learning Based Art Activity Book
across the city of Chicago with partners
including Former Chicago Bull, Joakim
Noah's foundation -Noah's Arc Foundation,
the Chicago Bulls, Aerostar Foundation and
Footlocker, and guests of Vanille Patisserie.

FIVE
COMPLETED 
WORKSHOPS!



"This course was a real joy to me. This is
the only program that left me happy at
the end of the day EVERYDAY and I
always went to sleep peacefully. I also
learned way more than I thought I would
and I used all of those techniques in real
life and my pictures comes out way better
than they use to. Also, I want to dig
deeper into the meaning behind photos,
so for my classes, I can understand how to
identify the expressions people input
within their images and I could have a
clear understanding of them." 
- Asheria G., Grade 10, Woodlawn

I want to take this
course again because I
think that it really
teaches you how to grow
and learn yourself
through art. 
-Alexis B. , Grade 10,
Wentworth Gardens

I just fell in love
with this course in
the winter and
enjoyed every
moment of it.
- Layla M.,  Grade
12, Pullman

I want to take the course
again because it’s fun not
only that it allows me to
express myself through
photography and
connect with others. 
- Precious D., Grade 10,
Chatham 

This course gave me a
chance to interact with
people and share my
artwork with others. It also
taught many new and
interesting things about
photography and I'm
hoping to learn more.-
Tatyana T., Grade 12,
Greater Grand Crossing 

"One thing I have learned from
the simple good is how to look at
things from different
perspectives, and that I shouldn't
doubt someone if they view
things differently than me. I also
learned about ways you can make
the art of photography look good
with the adjustments of lighting." 
- Nyasha G., Grade 10, Downtown
Chicago 

This course helped me learn a lot
about being more open to ideas
that I never really thought about.
- Yi feng Z., Grade 11, McKinley
Park

TSG YOUTH VOICES
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Reflections from our youth about the impact of TSG's program is a deep reminder of why
we do what we do and the necessity for us to continue to ensure every student finds their

'simple good' through their art form. Hear about the impact TSG's program has had on our
youth across the City below:



The Simple Good and True Chicago brought
together Chicago’s influential Black Creatives in a
thought-provoking conversation on the unifying
power of Hip-Hop from the past to the present.
Through an intergenerational dialogue on the art
forms' history of bringing individuals and
communities together, we explored the impact
Hip-Hop has had on the many facets of American
culture.  

WOMEN'S WELLNESS WORSHOP
The Simple Good and Chicago French Press
collaborated during Women's History Month to
celebrate the fearless female entrepreneurs in
the city of Chicago. Our Women's Wellness
Workshop gathered Chicago-based women
entrepreneurs in a conversation to discuss their
personal entrepreneurial journeys and to
identify promising practices for advancing,
aspiring, and current creative entrepreneurs. 
 Attendees was given a safe space to take  a
moment for wellness  through conversation,
support,  and wellness table resources. Following
the panel, participants had opportunities to
engage and network with a roomful of like-
minded women.   

THE UNIFYING POWER OF HIP
HOP: PAST AND PRESENT
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COMMUNITY DIALOGUE
We believe to create a more just and peaceful world, we must remain committed to strengthening

communities in and outside of the classroom. In line with TSG's philosophy, we use art and discussion as our
'simple good' to create cross-cultural understanding, build empathy and empower communities we engage
to become positive activists. During 2022, we hosted a number of community discussions that cultivated

over 300 attendees. Each event focused on conversations that challenged attendees' perspectives to create
a necessary call to action to be an agent of change in their communities and the world at large.

The evening was moderated by True Chicago

Founder and Director, David Johnson. Our

amazing panelists for the evening were, Jeremy

Hodges, Add-2, Eric Williams, Philmore Greene,

FEMDOT., Bella Bahhs, and Bree Specific. 

https://www.instagram.com/thesimplegood/
https://www.instagram.com/truechicago.co/
https://www.eventbrite.com/myevent?eid=141375105747


In August, our Fearless Founder, Priya Shah
moderated a discussion exploring the ways
in which we can use art to make community
impact at Soho House Chicago. We gathered
a group of diverse leaders to cultivate deep
collaborative conversation around strategies
for using art as a catalyst for change and
cathartic conversations surrounding the idea
of community as chosen family. Our panel
included some of Chicago's most
phenomenal artists and leaders including
Cecilia Cuff, Founder of The Nascent Group
and Co-Founder of Bronzeville Winery;
David Johnson, Founder and Creative
Director of True Chicago; Kori Coleman,
Founder and Executive Director of  D-
Composed; and Add-2, Musician and
Founder of Haven Studio. 
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In April, The South Asian Solidarity
Movement (SASM) hosted its'  second panel
event in partnership with TSG at the TSG Pop
Up Shop. The discussion was centered
around solidarity in BIPOC communities,
empowering the audience to dive deeper in
examining anti-blackness in relation to the
concept of 'white adjacency' in communities
of color.  This conversation also focused on
unpacking the various ways that white
supremacy is consciously and subconsciously
perpetuated in South Asian, Latino and Black
communities and gave attendees tangible
ways to address it.  

INVISIBLE VISIBLE: DISRUPTING
WHITE ADJACENCY 

ART & COMMUNITY IMPACT

COMMUNITY Dialogue



TSG MERCH & ARTIST COLLABS
Since the inception of TSG, our merchandise
line has not only been a vehicle to financially
support our programs but also a medium to
further uplift and amplify the voices of our
youth and the positivity that does exist in our
communities that are sometimes deemed as
negative. All TSG merch is directly inspired by
our youth to support our youth to become
positive leaders that will change the world
through their meaning of 'the simple good.'   
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Every year, we collaborate with various
Chicago Artists and Brands to design a tee
inspired by a 'simple good' by our youth. This
year we launched two collab tees - one Artist
& Owner of Vietfive Coffee, Tuan Hyunh and
with The Chicago Bulls and renown Artist,
Sentrock! Merch was sold through pop-ups, 
 our TSG Shop & online. This year we sold
over $28,000 in merch to support our youth
programs. 

Total Number of Merch Sold: 776 Products
$28K Total Revenue: 

Purchase your TSG Gear at shop.thesimplegood.org

http://shop.thesimplegood.org/


THE TSG POP-UP SHOP
The Simple Good Pop Up was a community
gathering place where organizations, artists, and
members of the community came together for
panelist events, workshops, and meet ups at the
shop! The TSG Pop Up Shop provided us with
numerous opportunities to spread The Simple
Good via merchandise, collaborations, and
partnerships. This was a significant milestone
for TSG because it allowed us to broaden our
reach, impact, and have a stand-alone
destination for our merchandise while allowing
the general public to gain a deeper
understanding of  TSG's work across Chicago.
We look forward to more retail opportunities to
help spread awareness of our mission in the
future.

TSG hosted its first retail and coffee pop-up
shop in Chicago's South Loop in 2021-2022, in
collaboration with Contextos and Chicago
French Press, both woman-owned businesses.
TSG was able to host 11 events, including 3
panels and 2 quote tees reveals, and enabling a
64% growth in overall Simple Good
Merchandise since its official opening in
November 2021 until June 2022 . 
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TSG QUOTE TEE IMPACT
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TSG merchandise is so unique and powerful because it is directly inspired by our students' artwork on their
meaning of 'simple good' in their lives. Every year, TSG supporters vote on selected student artist
statements to determine which student quotes will be used for our annual Limited Edition TSG Quote Tees
line. Each tee features the student's quote, name, and neighborhood, allowing them to positively represent
the communities they come from while sharing their powerful stories of the simple good with the world.
Quote Tees empower our students by amplifying their messages to a worldwide audience while
simultaneously creating community uplift by connecting the world to the communities we serve.  When
the Quote Tees are chosen and printed, we reveal our new tee shirt to the student who inspired the design
in front of the entire community! 

Our tees are available for purchase at the TSG Online Shop and The Silver Room in Chicago, allowing us to
spread our students' message of 'the simple good' all over the world. 

"My ‘simple good’ is equality because I
believe that people should be treated fair
and have equal opportunities no matter
their race, age, or even sexual preference."
Deshawn F., 10th Grade
Roseland, Chicago

ART CREATION1) PUBLIC VOTE3) 5)PUBLIC RELEASE

ARTIST STATEMENT2) TSG QUOTE TEE REVEAL4)



Artist: Yoselin A.
8th Grade

Brighton Park, Chicago

"My 'simple good' is
creating and inspiring

others because I like
doing my art."

Artist: Brisa A. 
6th Grade

Little Village, Chicago

"My 'simple good' is paz
en La Villita because we
need peace in La Vallita
because there is a lot of

danger."

Artist: Kimberlyn B. 
11th Grade

Kilbourn Park, Chicago

"My 'simple good' is
inner peace."
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Below are some of our most popular TSG Quote Tees from 2022! All shirts are inspired from our youth
artist's 'simple good' that they bring to life through their original work. Each work is accompanied by an

artist statement expanding upon the meaning of their 'simple good'.  Both elements are presented
together at each TSG Youth Art Showcase by the artist. 

TSG QUOTE TEE PROCESS

ART CREATION ARTIST STATEMENT PUBLIC REVEAL



In 2022, our Founder and Executive Director
had the opportunity to personally select a
barrel of bourbon at the Buffalo Trace Distillery
in Kentucky to share with TSG supporters. This
limited edition, ten-year-aged Eagle Rare
Bourbon is special because it was sold in part
to commemorate The Simple Good's ten-year
anniversary.

Since the release of our bourbon in August,
The Simple Good has sold 58 bottles, raising
over $4,939.95 to support our youth art
programming!

TSG x Eagle Rare BOURBON Release
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This was an unique and important
collaboration for TSG as it symbolized the
recognition of our work on a national scale
through a high end brand partnership like
Eagle Rare. Only a hand full of companies
across the country were considered for this
opportunity. TSG partnered with Chicago's
coveted Black-Woman Owned South Side
Restaurant, Bronzeville Winery, for the release
event in August 2022.

Limited quantities of bottles are still available
for purchase through our online store  -
Shop.thesimplegood.org. 

https://shop.thesimplegood.org/


REACH 

HUNTERS
57

RAISED
23k

IG POSTS
115

CHICAGO'S ONLY URBAN ART SCAVENGER HUNT
June 11, 2022Haymarket Brewery

memorable experiences centered
around positivity to find all of the
'simple good' that surrounds us.

2022 was our most memorable
HFG yet, as we celebrated our
10th year anniversary and raised
the  most money in HFG history! 
 The success of this event was all
made possible with support from
our incredible hunters who came
from all around the city to
participate, our host Haymarket
Brewery, our corporate
supporters, Tito's Handmade
Vodka, Red Bull, and Athleta as
well as our incredible artist
community.

Our 7th Annual Hunt for Good
Urban Art Scavenger Hunt and 
 Fundraiser made history as the first
all-in-person event since the
COVID-19 outbreak began. We look
forward to this event every June to
support TSG Summer Art
Programming! Hunt for Good (HFG)
is the only Urban Art Hunt in
Chicago where teams of 2-4 people
compete to find works of art in their
community, solve challenges
centered on positivity, and perform
random acts of kindness in order to
become Hunt for Good Champions!

The event brings together friends,
families and colleagues to create a 

We were able to make a
difference in the lives of over
160 students participating in
summer programming thanks
to our amazing Simple Good
family. We look forward to our
next HFG in June 2023!
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THE HUNT FOR GOOD

LEARN MORE ABOUT THE HUNT BY VISITING 
THESIMPLEGOOD.ORG/HFG

THE HUNT FOR GOOD

https://thesimplegood.org/


Sept. 29, 2022The Chop Shop

REACH 

ATTENDEES
300

RAISED
90k

ARTISTS
66

TSG celebrated its 9th annual
City of Big Dreams Fundraiser
at The Chop Shop with over
300 attendees from the
Chicago community and
beyond! Throughout the
evening, we celebrate not only
the talented local artists
Chicago holds but also the
rebirth and transformation of
the city which encompasses
the good that surrounds us by
uniting different mediums of 
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CITY OF BIG DREAMS

We were extremely excited to see
everyone in-person to
commemorate our tenth year
anniversary of spreading the
simple good to communities all
around the world ! Thanks to our
awesome volunteer artists,
community partners, sponsors
and attendees we were able to
raise $90,000 which make this
our biggest fundraiser to date!
This allowed us to fund TSG SEL
Youth Art Programs across
Chicago & NY to enable TSG to
serve 1000+ students in 2022 -
the most students we have
served to date!

art under a single inspiration -
"The Simple Good of Chicago."

Through a collaborative
showcase full of curated
selection of street artists,
poets, musicians, and dancers,
we demonstrate the strength
and inspiration that has begun
to transform "The City of Big
Shoulders" to a "City with Big
Dreams." 

UNITING THE ARTS TO CELEBRATE 'THE SIMPLE GOOD' OF CHICAGO
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TSG is proud to have a diverse revenue portfolio
to sustain operations since the founding of the

organization. This healthy revenue strategy
allowed TSG to not only survive the pandemic

when some peers had to shut their doors but to
grow during an uncertain time of humanity. In
2022, our Revenue Mix continued to be heavily

weighted toward TSG Programming Revenue
due to the large demand for critical Social

Emotional Learning services for youth during
the pandemic. Service Revenue grew 94% year-
over-year contributing to the increase of overall
revenue which justified and supported the need

to bring on more staff in 2022. In 2023, TSG
anticipates more revenue from Corporate

Sponsors and Grants from newly onboarded
grant writers over the past year as well as

improved development operations.

REVENUE BY YEAR
The Revenue by Year shows TSG's consistent
growth over the past 6 years. 2022 was a record
year yet where we achieved an 80% growth in
revenue Year Over Year! TSG closed the year at
$477k for the first time. Increased revenue was
primarily driven by exceptional growth in fee
for service revenue which increased by 94%,
Special Events growth by 182% and grants by
75%. Projected revenue for 2023 reflecting our
expected growth in the upcoming year is to
strongly surpass $500k and grow into over a
$1M in less than three years.

REVENUE MIX

2022 TSG Financials
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Fee for Service
35%

Events
19%

Donations
17%

Grants
12%

Corporate
10%

Product Sales
7%



Programming
80%

Operations
10%

Fundraising
10%

2022 TSG Financials
EXPENSE BREAKDOWN
As expected with significant program growth,
80% of expenses are directly relate to TSG
programs within our schools and community
based organizations primarily related to
increases in contractor expenses and program
supplies & materials. Last year we produced
our two largest fundraisers, Hunt for Good and
City of Big Dreams which resulted in our largest
fundraising year to date. Naturally, as a result
of this growth in events, our fundraising
expense was also increased significantly Year
Over Year. Increases were primarily due to
investing in fundraising technology to support
improved development systems as well as
increase in venue costs. 

We expect salary and payroll expenses to rise in
2023 as a result of the addition of new
employees, including a COO. This role will
assist the CEO to support growth in programs
and oversee the organization's day-to-day
operations. We also anticipate growth in
contractor expenses to support growing needs
of the organization in HR, Marketing/PR and
Business Development.
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2023 TSG GOALS

We must continue to strengthen our operations and infrastructure to
support new growth. 

OPERATIONAL FOUNDATIONS

As we grow, we will recruit, hire, and develop new team members at both
the board and staff level to make a larger impact on our students.

HUMAN CAPITAL STRATEGY

We will develop a sales strategy that is clear to customers (e.g. CBOs & schools),
deepens existing relationships, drives new growth, and results in better
sustainability.

SALES STRATEGY 

EXPAND ART SEL PROGRAMS
We will establish more programs and long-term relationships with schools and
non-profit partners. Social & Emotional Learning is not just a gap for students
in under-resourced areas. As a result, we will begin targeting a new segment of
schools & CBOs who are fully-resourced.

We will develop a fundraising strategy that provides a clear call-to-action for
partners (e.g. artists & global community) and is aligned with future growth
opportunities that will inspire large gifts to support subsidized programs.

FUNDRAISING STRATEGY 

At the beginning of 2021, we dove into a new strategic planning process with OnCenter
Consulting to help TSG pave the road map for growth for the next 5 years. We are proud to
already have made strong headway towards achieving the tasks outlined for 2021 and 2022
and are looking forward to diving into our 2023 strategic priorities to continue to build and
sustain the growth of TSG. The following are our strategic priorities for 2022, which we will

continue to pursue in 2023:
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GOOD NEWS
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BitterSweet Monthly

Willis Talks

2022 was a beautiful year of national and local
recognition on TSG's impact on community.
From our Founder & Executive Director, Priya
Shah, being named 'Notable Leader in
Community Development' by Crain's Chicago
to being recognized nationally in Teen Vogue,
we are proud to have TSG acknowledged in the
media throughout 2022.

https://youtu.be/HpDhYiBTaoY
https://bittersweetmonthly.com/stories/the-simple-good
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TSG PARTNERS & FRIENDS

FOUNDATIONS 

WAG FOUNDATIONSAGALYN FAMILY FOUNDATION



COMMUNITY PARTNERS
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ASSOCIATE BOARD
MISSY PERKINS

Paint the City

KASEY STEWARD

McKinsey & Company

LAURA SOFIA CARDOZA

Breakout 

MELVIN MULANTHARA 

Northern Trust Corporation 

SHALU MIRZA 

Bank of America 

TAMMY SLATINSKY

Quirky Media

 
 

Co-Chair:

ANNA DEL CASTILLO
Lulafit

 

Co-Chair:

BREANNE ABO
Discovery Education

 

SHALONDA MAGNESS
Great Wolf Resorts, Inc.
CAROLINE CLAXTON

Meta 
DANIEL HEINIGER 

Communities In Schools of Chicago

SHIPRA PANICKER

Communities In Schools of Chicago

DANIELLE CAMPBELL

Salesforce

LINDSEY BLESSUM

Dyson

ALISSA MARIE WALKNER

Northwestern University Pritzker

 School of Law 

ROSHNI SHAH

DePaul University 

JOSIE BRIZUELA

Deloitte Consulting 
 
 

MEET OUR BOARD

 Board Chair:

STEPHANIE PIRISHIS
Lysi Consulting

 

Vice President:

ANDRE BASTOS
Open Co

 

Secretary:

LYNN SLAWSKY
Rotary International

GOVERNING BOARD
Marketing Committee:

UDAYAN KOLANDRA 

Upshot Agency

DAVE VAN SAUN

Great Wolf Lodge

JASON PIROCK

Aparium Hotel Group

Governance:
SHILPA GOKHALE

Northwestern Pritzker School of
Law

 

Finance Committee:
BHAVANA DEVULAPALLY

Ventas
 

JUDITH ALLEN
Communities In Schools of Chicago



"I'm convinced of this: Good done anywhere is
good done everywhere."

 

- MAYA ANGELOU
(4/4/1928 - 5/28/2014)
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EMAIL: HI@THESIMPLEGOOD.ORG
FOLLOW: @THESIMPLEGOOD

We can’t wait to bring more ‘good’ to the world with you and
impact even more of our youth for a better future. Get involved

and stay in touch with us below for a Simply Good 2023! 

LET'S CONNECT
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JESSICA@THESIMPLEGOOD.ORG

OLLIE@THESIMPLEGOOD.ORG

PRIYA@THESIMPLEGOOD.ORG
MEET & PARTNER WITH US:

FOR PROGRAMMING INQUIRIES:

FOR MARKETING INQUIRIES:
ZOE@THESIMPLEGOOD.ORG

FOR ADDITIONAL INQUIRIES:


